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Pitfalls for Family Trustees
By Timothy J. Kay and Deborah Mallgrave

Modern estate plans are built around the establishment of trusts and avoidance of probate. Many
families find that one unintended consequence of
avoiding probate is more litigation over increasingly complex estate plans that must be administered for many years after death.
Sibling rivalries have been known to erupt when
parents are no longer around to mediate and
soften the blows. Following the death of parents,
family members sometimes relitigate childhood
grievances and adopt irrational positions on matters of money. Discontent can intensify when one
favored family member is appointed successor
trustee of the family trust and conflict is built into
second marriages and blended family situations.
Hard won experience offers estate planning strategies to help manage your family dynamics long
after you’re gone.
Compensation for Care
Consider alternative plans for
your care and identify them in
your estate plan. For example,
if a family member helps with
your care, minimize future
fighting by spelling out the
compensation for that help.
If shared living arrangements
are anticipated, consider how
living expenses should be paid.
Keep in mind those family
members not providing care
may suspect the caretaker is
taking advantage of you.

the challenging beneficiary must work in reverse
chronological order to demonstrate each amendment is void before attacking the original trust.
Require Trustee to Keep All Beneficiaries Informed
Disputes often arise from lack of transparency
with the trust beneficiaries. Under California law,
a trustee is only required to provide an accounting
to current beneficiaries once a year. Contingent
beneficiaries are entitled to no information until
they start receiving distributions (although they
may be able to complain about a trustee’s actions
before then). Providing monthly or quarterly accountings or account statements to all beneficiaries keeps everyone informed, may reduce suspicions and can shorten the period for raising any
complaints from three years to 180 days.

“Knowing your
family and
anticipating
rivalries in your
estate plan can help
minimize family
fights after
you’re gone…”

Give Family Members Something to Lose
Cutting the adversarial family member out of the
trust does not always prevent fights. It can actually
create them. A disinherited family member has
nothing to lose by challenging the trust or will.
Consider giving all family members, especially
those likely to create problems, a piece of the pie
and they may decide the fight is not worth the risk
of losing the portion they have been given.
Amend Your Trust From Time to Time
Multiple trust amendments can make it harder
for beneficiaries to challenge your trust after your
passing. To void provisions in the initial trust,

Specify Trustee Fees
Disputes can arise over fees paid
to a family trustee for managing
what are perceived as the family’s
assets. Consider your family’s assets and dynamics at the outset to
set a fee that will be viewed as fair
and unlikely to cause jealousy or
disputes.

Appoint a Corporate Trustee
If the trust assets require significant management or if your family is especially contentious, then
consider designating a corporate
trustee as a co-trustee, or giving your family trustee the ability to designate one. A corporate trustee
can provide a layer of protection for the family
trustee and neutrally navigate family feuds. Corporate trustees will charge for their services, but
their involvement may help avoid far more costly
litigation.
Conclusion
Knowing your family and anticipating rivalries in
your estate plan can help minimize family fights
after you’re gone so those who are left can enjoy
your gifts and you can rest in peace. Share your
concerns with your estate planner, who may be
better able to plan your estate with that important
information.
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